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Continuous curvature recovery paths are needed to accurately return a fixed

wing autonomous vehicle with turn rate constraints back to a missions path in

the correct direction after collision avoidance. Clothoid paths where curvature

is linearly dependent to arc length can be used to make multi-segment splines

with continuous curvature, but require optimization to ensure that the path is of

minimal length while meeting curvature and sharpness limits. The present work

considers the problem of returning a fixed wing aircraft back to its original path

facing the correct direction after a leaving it during collision avoidance by

presenting a method of optimizing a three segment clothoid spline to be of

minimal length while meeting fixed wing turn rate constraints and targeting a

path function. The impact of this work is enabling accurate path recovery after

collision avoidance withminimal length paths that minimize the time spent off a

missions planned route, giving better control over time of arrival for the planned

route and more time to complete mission objectives.
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1 Introduction

Uncrewed Aerial Vehicles (UAV) are used for a variety of applications ranging from

high altitude military surveillance to small hobbyist vehicles (Stacy et al., 2002; Ariyur and

Fregene, 2008; Giernacki et al., 2017; Moon et al., 2019). UAVs under autonomous

operations require a path to complete their objectives, but they may occasionally depart

their planned trajectory due to obstacle avoidance. Collision avoidance methods can be

utilized to route around conflict areas that were not previously considered (Harman, 1989;

Albaker and Rahim, 2009; Erzberger et al., 2012; Kochenderfer et al., 2012; Jeannin et al.,

2015; Deaton and Owen, 2020; English and Wilhelm, 2020; Browne et al., 2022).

Returning to the planned route requires an updated plan to efficiently intercept the

previous path and keep tracking the mission. Direct return to the original path utilizing

trajectory tracking controllers (Coulter, 1992; Park et al., 2004) may result in excess

deviation from original path for fixed wing turn rate restricted vehicles. Instead, a return

route targeting a position optimized to the UAVs flight characteristics will bring the UAV

back to the planned trajectory minimizing deviation (Browne et al., 2022). Recovery paths

that return a UAV to a mission route must target both a position and heading that

intercept the mission’s trajectory, as the vehicle is required to be both on target and facing
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the desired direction. Three segment clothoids can join any set of

positions, tangents, and curvatures with a continuous curvature

spline (Bertolazzi and Frego, 2018a), but do not have any

considerations for fixed wing maneuverability constraints.

Optimization of the clothoid mission interception routes

would be required to meet turn rate constraints and minimize

the path length to provide more time to complete mission

objectives.

The present work details a method of optimizing a three

segment clothoid spline to meet turn rate limits and minimize

total path length. The method for generating three segment

clothoid splines utilizes a heuristic to set the arc lengths for the

first and third segments (Bertolazzi and Frego, 2018a). External

optimization of the clothoid arc lengths was needed to satisfy fixed

wing turning limits, butmoving the rejoin position along the target

pathwas required to ensure a solutionwould exist. Optimization of

the rejoin position on a target trajectory and the initial/final arc

lengths were explored externally to meet curvature and curvature

rate requirements. The optimization process was first evaluated

through varied configurations with different departure angles,

initial positions, and maximum bank angles to ensure

convergence throughout expected conditions. Simulated path

following was investigated to ensure the aircraft is capable of

accurately following the clothoid routes and intercept the target

trajectory. Comparison to direct return interception methods were

made to evaluate the effectiveness of clothoid path recovery.

Utilization of optimized clothoid curves will improve path

following performance when a UAV intercepts a trajectory,

leading to increased accuracy in estimating travel times and

more time on a mission’s path to complete objectives. The

contribution of this work was a method of optimizing a three

segment clothoid curve that represents a path interception and

balances finding a minimal length path with meeting curvature/

sharpness limits determined from fixed wing vehicle turning

limitations.

2 Literature review

Fixed wing UAVs provide a platform for a variety of tasks

including aerial reconnaissance (Stacy et al., 2002; Ariyur and

Fregene, 2008). However, due to the requirement of

continuous forward velocity to remain airborne, they have

turn rate limits that must be accounted for when planning

missions. Restrictions on typical non-fighter fixed wing

maneuvering include a maximum bank angle, where the

United States federal aviation administration advises a

maximum of 25 degrees of bank angle (United States

Department of Transportation Federal Aviation

Administration) for most cases to prevent unsafe operation

during flight. High altitude reconnaissance UAVs can not

safely sustain bank angles over 25° (Pastor et al., 2018) and

mission routes made for these vehicles must accommodate

their limits. Minimum turn radius for a fixed wing vehicle can

be modeled as a function of airspeed and the bank angle

(Owen et al., 2015) where bounds on the maximum bank angle

and bank angle rate can be used to determine a minimum turn

radius and rate, these constraints are then used to ensure

mission paths are flyable.

Deviation from the mission occurs when an obstacle that

would cause a collision is detected on the planned route.

Avoidance paths are then utilized to prevent a collision

with detected obstacles. Methods include temporarily

changing altitude, turning away from the obstacle until a

safe distance is met, or search algorithms to compute

avoidance paths (Harman, 1989; Albaker and Rahim, 2009;

Erzberger et al., 2012; Kochenderfer et al., 2012; Jeannin et al.,

2015; Deaton and Owen, 2020; English and Wilhelm, 2020;

FIGURE 1
Example of clothoid return paths withmultiple possible rejoin
positions.

FIGURE 2
Contour plot of three segment clothoid spline length vs.
initial/final arc lengths with curvature and sharpness constraints
where the red shaded region represents the area where
constraints can be satisfied.
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Browne et al., 2022). After a safe distance is met when avoiding

an obstacle, the UAV must intercept its original route to

continue its mission. Methods of accomplishing path

interception include targeting a waypoint further along the

route (McNally et al., 2001; Erzberger et al., 2012) or allowing

a trajectory tracking controller to return the UAV to the route

by providing heading commands that guide the UAV either

towards or along the route (Coulter, 1992; Park et al., 2004).

Approaching a path with trajectory tracking guidance often

causes the to UAV overshoot the path before recovering

(Coulter, 1992) as the vehicle heading request does not

meet turning capabilities of the aircraft. Overshooting

causes excess path deviation, increases the length of time to

reach steady state path following, and results in greater

controller effort. Potential field methods have been utilized

to guide a vehicle towards a target goal and around obstacles

(Khatib, 1985; Liu and Zhao, 2016; Choi et al., 2020), however

they may not return to a planned route after avoidance. Path

planning methods exist that are capable of planning a route

around known obstacles then updating when conflicts are

detected (Zhuang et al., 2016; Blasi, D’Amato, Mattei,

Notaro), however these methods typically plan a new

shortest path instead of returning to the original planned

trajectory. Receding horizon control which continuously

optimizes and plans new routes (Kuwata and How, 2004;

Schouwenaars et al., 2004; Keviczky and Balas, 2005;

Andersson et al., 2018; Hoang-Dinh et al., 2022), and path

replanning which plans a new route around detected obstacles

then returning to planned route have been investigated

(Mehdi et al., 2015; Bertolazzi et al., 2018a; Chai and

Hassani, 2019), but both need of continuous computation

and sensor limitations may reduce their desirability for certain

applications. Recovery routes that bring the UAV back to a

position and direction on the planned path can be utilized to

achieve smooth path interception (Browne et al., 2022).

However, optimization is required to meet the turn rate

limits of the airframe to ensure that the aircraft returns to

its mission without further deviation and in minimal time.

Fixed wing UAVs require continuous curvature paths with

bounds on the maximum curvature and sharpness if they are

to be capable of accurately following them (Al Nuaimi, 2014).

Generation of a path with a continuous curvature requires a

function with a controllable curvature. Clothoids are

functions where curvature is linearly dependent on its arc

length and can be used to meet both a targeted position and

direction while maintaining a continuous curvature. The

equations for the spatial positions x and y as a function of

the arc length s is presented (Bertolazzi and Frego, 2018a),

x s( ) � x0 + ∫s

0
cos

1
2
κ′τ2 + κ0τ + θ0( )dτ (1)

y s( ) � y0 + ∫s

0
sin

1
2
κ′τ2 + κ0τ + θ0( )dτ (2)

where κ is the curvature, θ is the tangent angle, θ0 is the initial

angle, and τ is the integration variable. Combination of multiple

clothoids into a spline can be utilized to generate continuous

curvature paths (Meek andWalton, 1992; Fraichard and Scheuer,

2004; Wilde, 2009; Gim et al., 2017; Bertolazzi and Frego, 2018a;

Bertolazzi and Frego, 2018b) by matching the curvature where

the clothoid segments meet. Three clothoid segments can be used

to generate a continuous curvature spline that meets initial/final

positions and headings in any configuration (Bertolazzi and

FIGURE 3
Example of three segment clothoid spline showing locations where curvature and sharpness limits are evaluated.
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Frego, 2018a; Bertolazzi and Frego, 2018b). The system of

equations for the three segment clothoid has eight equations

and 10 unknowns, requiring two more known variables to solve

the system. Solving the clothoid spline requires a heuristic

function to set the initial/final segment lengths to reduce the

unknowns (Bertolazzi and Frego, 2018a). The remaining clothoid

properties for the three segment spline are then found by utilizing

a newtons method solver (Bertolazzi and Frego, 2018a). The

three segment clothoid spline with its initial and final arc lengths

set by a heuristic is not guaranteed to meet any curvature or

sharpness constraints for the path, however optimization of the

initial/final clothoid lengths could be used to meet curvature and

sharpness constraints while minimizing total path length.

Non-Linear Programming (NLP) approaches can be utilized for

optimization of the three segment clothoid. NLP methods can

account for both minimization of an objective function and

obeying applied constraints (Bracken and McCormick, 1968).

NLP optimization methods include Sequential quadratic

programming (SQP) (Boggs and Tolle, 2000) which finds a

minimal point for a problem by iterating through the gradient

created by the objective function and its constraints using finite

differencemethods to update each iteration (Boggs and Tolle, 2000).

Minimization of the path length of a three segment clothoid while

meeting curvature and sharpness limits can be accomplished with

SQP however a defined cost function and constraints are needed for

successful optimization.

Different approaches have been taken for finding an

optimal path that joins two positions and trajectories

required for recovery paths, geometric approaches for

generation of minimal length paths have been investigated

FIGURE 4
Example of an optimized 3-segment clothoid intercept path (A) and the gradient of total path length vs. final/initial arc length and rejoin position
on target path (B).

FIGURE 5
Clothoid intercept path and heuristic clothoid (A) and curvature diagram (B).
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FIGURE 6
Clothoid intercept paths at varied departure angles (A) and total path length vs. heading (B), varied initial position (C) and total path length vs.
position (D), and varied maximum bank angle (E) and rejoin position vs. max bank angle (F).
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(Scheuer and Laugier, 1998; Scheuer and Fraichard, 2000a;

Scheuer and Fraichard, 2000b; Fraichard and Scheuer, 2004),

however they provide different configurations in which a path

could be made and not a general solution. Generalized

solution for multi-segment clothoid curves that join two

points and headings was proposed in (Gim et al., 2017) but

minimizes the total path sharpness, reducing its usefulness in

the case after collision avoidance where rejoining the original

path as quickly as possible is desired. Optimization of a

sequence of clothoids with considerations for automotive

vehicle constraints was accomplished (Frego et al., 2016a;

Frego et al., 2016b; Frego et al., 2017; Bertolazzi et al.,

2018a), however the solution requires a separate search

algorithm to compute a sequence of points for the clothoid

segments to meet at. Clothoid recovery paths with

considerations for minimal turn radius were utilized in

(Browne et al., 2022), however the paths are generated

using a three segment clothoid spline (Bertolazzi and

Frego, 2018a) that utilizes a heuristic function to set initial/

final arc lengths, potentially creating a longer than necessary

path without considerations for max sharpness. Bezier curves

have been utilized for path generation (Hassani and Lande,

2018; Weintraub et al., 2020) however they have a nonlinear

curvature and require complex models for computation of

control points. Minimal length continuous curvature paths

that target a mission’s route are needed for timely and

accurate path rejoin after leaving the mission route due to

presence of obstacles.

3 Methods

Optimization of interception paths that balance minimal

length with satisfaction of curvature and sharpness limits was

investigated. Three segment clothoid splines were utilized to

create continuous curvature paths that target a position and

heading on a missions route, but required optimization to meet

curvature and sharpness constraints. Determination of an

optimal rejoin position on a target path that ensures the

return route would meet aircraft turning limits while keeping

the total length as short as possible was investigated, however

three segment clothoid splines were further optimized by

changing the initial and final arc segment lengths. The present

work detailed a process to minimize the length of a three segment

clothoid spline with set initial position, heading and curvature, a

target path function, and a max curvature and sharpness for path

recovery after collision avoidance.

Curvature and sharpness constraints may not always be capable

of being met for a three segment clothoid in cases where the ending

position is near the starting point, however by utilizing a target path

the optimizermaymove the final position and heading along the path

to find a point thatminimizes the total path lengthwhile satisfying the

constraints. Rejoin position on a target path too close to the starting

point may not meet curvature or sharpness bounds while a point too

far away would have excess length. Clothoid routes targeting different

points on a path is presented in Figure 1, where the points X1,2 on the

target trajectory do notmeet curvature/sharpness limits andX4,5 meet

the constraints but are of excess length.

Curvature and sharpness limits were determined from the

maximum bank angle ϕmax and bank angle rate _ϕmax. Maximum

path curvature was found as a function of the vehicles velocity V,

gravity g, and the maximum bank angle ϕmax (Owen et al., 2015),

max sharpness was then determined through differentiating the

curvature function with respect to time.

κmax � g

V2
tan ϕmax( ) (3)

κmax′ � g

V3
_ϕmax sec

2 ϕmax( ) (4)

FIGURE 7
Simulated clothoid path interception (A) and cross track error vs. travel time (B).
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Changing the rejoin point along a target trajectory as a design

variable can be utilized to meet curvature and sharpness

constraints, however the final heading ψ1 and curvature κ1
must be updated for each rejoin position (x1, y1) to generate

an interception path that can smoothly transition to the target

route. Determination of ending conditions require a target route

capable of being represented by a continuous path function,

y1 � fpath x1( ) (5)

where (x1, y1) represent the rejoin position of the clothoid spline.

Tangent angle and curvature were then determined using the

path function to match the ending conditions of the return path

with the target trajectory. The final heading of the return path

was determined by finding the angle of the target trajectory at the

rejoin position x1,

ψ1 � tan−1 fpath′ x1( )( ) (6)

where ψ1 is the heading angle that matches the return path to the

target. The ending curvature for the return path targeting a

mission path function was found by determining the curvature of

the target trajectory at the rejoin position x1,

κ1 �
fpath″ x1( )

1 + fpath′ x1( )( )2( )3
2

(7)

where κ1 is the curvature that matches the final curvature on the

return route with the target trajectory. Moving the target rejoin

point along a path function and updating the ending conditions

of the return route to match the mission path allows for an

optimizer to minimize the total clothoid path length while

ensuring that curvature and sharpness constraints are satisfied.

Intial/final arc lengths of a three segment clothoid are changed

as design variables to further optimize the length and curvature/

sharpness alongside the rejoin position on a target route. The arc

lengths of the three segment clothoid must be kept long enough

that the sharpness limit is met, while kept short enough that the

curvature constraint is satisfied. Chosen arc lengths must fall in a

region that satisfies both the curvature and sharpness bounds while

reducing the overall path length, Figure 2 presents a contour plot of

FIGURE 8
Simulated clothoid and direct return path recovery to a straight line target trajectory (A), cross track error vs. travel time (B) and bank angle vs.
time (C).
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the total path length with a static rejoin position vs. the arc lengths

(s0, s1). The curvature and sharpness constraints shown in Figure 2

create an acceptable region for the arc lengths within the

constraints where the path length can be minimized by utilizing

a cost function and non-linear constraints. Optimization of the

initial/final arc lengths alongside a rejoin position on a target route

was utilized to further optimize total path length and meet

curvature/sharpness constraints.

Optimization of the clothoid return path was accomplished by

utilizing a non-linear programwhere a cost function evaluated from

the clothoid spline was minimized to find the minimum value while

obeying set constraints. The cost function used to optimize the three

segment clothoid to be of minimal length was the summed lengths

of the clothoid segments,

fcost � s0 + sm + s1 (8)
where s0 is the initial segment length, sm is the middle segment

length, and s1 is the final segment length. The design variables for

the cost function were the initial/final clothoid arc lengths s0 and s1,

and the rejoin position x1. The middle segment length sm was

found through solving the system of equations for the three

segment clothoid where the solution is defined by the design

variables. The cost function in Eq. 8 provides a method for

reducing the length of the clothoid but more was required to

prevent curvature and sharpness limits from being violated.

Application of nonlinear constraints in the form of inequalities

was utilized to ensure curvature and sharpness constraints are met.

Clothoid curvature increases and decreases linearly, implying that

themaximum curvature is found at the ends of a clothoid segment,

and since the start and end of the spline are set by the initial

conditions, the maximum curvature would occur at the start and

end of the middle clothoid segment,

|κ s0( )|≤ κmax and |κ s0 + sm( )|≤ κmax (9)

where κ(s0) is the curvature at the end of the first segment, and

κ(s0 + sm) is the curvature at the end of the second segment.

Clothoid sharpness is constant throughout each segment as the

curvature changes linearly and in a three segment clothoid spline

there are three different curvature rates,

|κ0′|≤ κmax′ and |κm′ |≤ κmax′ and |κ1′|≤ κmax′ (10)

where κx′ is the sharpness for the corresponding clothoid

segment. Location of the curvature and sharpness constraints

on the clothoid spline is presented in Figure 3, where curvature

constraints are evaluated at the ends of the middle segment and

sharpness constraints exist for each segment.

The initial guess for the optimization algorithmused tominimize

the length of the three segment clothoid spline was required to

provide a starting position on the gradient created by the initial/final

arc lengths and the target rejoin position vs. the total return path

length. Determining a reasonable initial guess for the optimizer

would ensure that the system converges to the correct position

and help prevent the optimizer from converging to a potential

local minima by starting near the minimum point. The guess for

the initial and final clothoid length can be found with the curvature

and sharpness constraints to find the distance it would take for the

path to reach the maximum curvature at the max curvature rate,

sguess � κmax − κ0
κmax′

(11)

where κmax is the maximum allowable curvature, κ0 is the initial

curvature, and κmax′ is the max allowable curvature rate. The

initial guess for the target rejoin position will differ based on the

target path function and the fixed wing vehicle turning

limitations requiring the guess function to be determined for

each mission.

Sequential quadratic programming implementation (Han,

1977; Powell, 1978; Powell and Watson, 1978) was utilized to

minimize the NLP formed by the cost function from Eq. 8 and

subjected to the constraints presented in Eqs 9–10. Initial position,

heading and velocity of the aircraft must be provided, however

since a fixed wing aircraft will move during the computation of the

route, initial position for the return path should be a point along

the current trajectory that will be passed through. Limits to the

curvature and sharpness are first determined from the vehicle’s

maneuverability constraints, then an initial guess for the optimizer

is determined. Rejoin position, final vehicle heading, and curvature

are then determined each iteration to provide starting and ending

conditions to smoothly intercept the trajectory. Three segment

clothoid splines were computed every iteration with the assistance

of a library (Bertolazzi et al., 2018b) to solve the system of

equations for the three segment clothoid where the return path

could then be evaluated against the constraints and cost function.

When the optimizer converges to a minimal cost route it returns a

rejoin position and initial/final arc lengths that produce a minimal

length clothoid interception route that meets the curvature and

sharpness constraints. The method utilized to generate minimal

length clothoid splines that satisfy curvature and sharpness

constraints is shown in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1. Three Segment Clothoid Spline Optimization.

Validation of the optimization process was accomplished

through evaluations over a range of potential initial headings,
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positions andmaximum bank angles while intercepting a straight

line target trajectory to ensure the process converges to a minimal

length path meeting fixed wing turn rate limits. Straight line

targets routes were utilized as they are often used to connect

distant waypoints and present a consistent target for

optimization, allowing distance from the path to be

investigated by moving along one axis. Investigation of path

following and interception performance required simulating a

fixed wing aircraft and measuring how accurately it followed the

route. Dynamics of a fixed wing UAV were modeled with a

system that assumes a constant altitude and velocity, V, a

maximum bank angle, ϕmax, and rate, _ϕmax (Techy et al.,

2010). A bound on the maximum allowed UAV bank angle

ϕmax and bank angle rate _ϕmax is placed on the vehicles heading to

account for fixed wing vehicle maneuverability limits. The model

is presented,

�X t( ) � �X t − dt( ) + V
cos ψ t( )( )
sin ψ t( )( )[ ]dt (12)

ψ t( ) � ψ t − dt( ) + g

V
tan ϕ t( )( )( )dt (13)

ϕ t( ) � ϕ t − dt( ) + _ϕ t( )dt (14)
where ψ is the vehicle’s heading, ϕ is the airframe’s bank angle,

and g is gravity. PD control is used to convert heading commands

determined from guidance to bounded bank angle rates, leading

the vehicle along the clothoid towards its target trajectory.

Deviation from the path is measured by Cross Track

Error (XTE),

XTE �
��������������������
X −XC( )2 + Y − YC( )2√

(15)

where (X, Y) is the position of the aircraft and (XC, YC) is the

closest point on the path to the aircraft. Flyable routes would have

low total XTE during path interception as the trajectory would

account for the turning limits of the vehicle enabling accurate

path recovery.

Three segment clothoid optimization provides a general

solution for generating a route from a starting position and

heading and returning to a path function. Curvature and

sharpness limits were placed on the clothoid return route to

prevent fixed wing turning limits from being violated. Target

rejoin position for the clothoid was adjusted to minimize the total

path length and ensure constraints can be met, initial/final arc

length of the three segment clothoid curve are adjusted to further

optimize the spline. Minimal length return paths meeting UAV

turning limits enable timely and accurate path recovery to allow

the aircraft to complete mission objectives.

4 Results

Clothoid return routes targeting a path function were

optimized to be of minimal length with limits placed on

curvature and sharpness to ensure that the paths met fixed

wing turning rate limits. The heuristic approach for clothoid

spline generation (Bertolazzi and Frego, 2018a) was compared to

optimizing the initial/final arc lengths of the three segment spline

to investigate how much was gained through optimizing the arc

lengths. The optimization process was tested at varied heading

angles, positions, and maximum bank angles while targeting a

straight line path to verify that it would admit a minimal length

flyable return route throughout the tested cases. Straight line

targets were utilized as they are commonly used to connect

distant waypoints and require a flyable return path to bring a

UAV back to the route after collision avoidance to ensure that it

does not stay off course. Verification that the optimized clothoid

return routes were flyable was accomplished through simulation

of a fixed wing UAV with bank angle and bank angle rate

constraints and a constant velocity. Comparison to direct

return to the target trajectory was then made using both

nonlinear guidance and pure pursuit methods to investigate

the performance of clothoid recovery routes intercepting a path.

4.1 Clothoid recovery path generation

Optimized clothoid return routes provide a method of

returning to a target trajectory with minimal deviation by

optimizing the rejoin position and clothoid arc length that

minimize the length of the path while meeting fixed wing

turning limits. Example of an optimized clothoid return route

with position starting at the origin pointing away from the target

path at y = 750 with a 30° difference in angle from the target

trajectory is presented in Figure 4A. The gradient of initial/final

arc length and rejoin position vs. the total cost as determined by

the cost function from Eq. 8 and nonlinear constraints from Eqs

9–10 is presented in Figure 4B, where the optimal point is the

point that provides the smallest possible cost while satisfying the

curvature and sharpness constraints. The optimizer finds the

point of minimum cost by iterating through the gradient created

by the arc lengths and rejoin position until the cost decreasing

within the regions accepted by the constraints is less than the

optimizer’s tolerance. The optimization process finds acceptable

routes by moving the interception point along the target path and

should converge to a flyable route in all cases where the curvature

required to intercept the path is lessened as the interception point

is moved further along the path, such as the straight line scenario.

The nonlinear constraints and cost function provided a method

of balancing total path length and max curvature and sharpness

throughout a clothoid spline enabling accurate path interception

after collision avoidance.

Optimized clothoid recovery routes change the initial and

final arc lengths of the three segment clothoid spline alongside

moving the rejoin position to balance meeting curvature and

sharpness limits with minimizing the length of the route. The

clothoid with optimized arc lengths was compared to using the
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heuristic method from (Bertolazzi and Frego, 2018a) for

determining the arc lengths, rejoin position was optimized for

both clothoids using the same cost function and nonlinear

constraints. Clothoid recovery routes with the arc lengths set

by a heuristic were previously utilized for clothoid path recovery

after collision avoidance (Browne et al., 2022), where potential

rejoin positions were sampled and the shortest clothoid route

that met a curvature constraint was chosen, however

optimization of the arc lengths could lead to a path length.

The clothoid path with optimized arc lengths was found to be

18.6% shorter compared to the heuristic configuration for the

case shown in Figure 5A. The initial and final segment lengths for

the heuristic clothoid were found to be longer than the optimized

clothoid and have a shallower curvature rate, as shown in

Figure 5B, the smaller sharpness means that the aircraft

would not turn as quickly leading to a longer path length.

Optimization of the initial/final clothoid arc lengths allows for

the clothoid spline to better utilize vehicle capabilities, leading to

a shorter path length and less time spent away from the planned

mission route.

Validation that the optimized clothoid return routes would

converge to a minimal length path that met fixed wing turning

limits throughout expected conditions was carried out by testing

the optimization process with varied departure angle, initial

position, and maximum bank angle. The optimization

processes was first tested with varied initial heading angles

with a static starting position, Figure 6A shows the generated

paths with the varied initial headings. Initial position closer to the

target trajectory could cause the return routes to cross over the

target path before interception for heading angles pointing at the

path while initial positions further away from the target

trajectory would have a closer rejoin position. Total clothoid

length vs. initial heading is presented in Figure 6B, showing the

total path length decreasing when the UAV is facing the target

path, and increasing when the UAV is pointing away from the

target path. Tests of different starting positions and an initial

heading angle parallel with the path for a three segment clothoid

return path is shown in Figure 6C. The initial position first starts

on the target trajectory and moves away from the path where it

will converge to a S configuration where the shortest path will

have the UAV turning straight toward the target instead of slowly

converging alongside. The total clothoid length vs. the initial

starting position of the three segment clothoid return paths is

presented in Figure 6D where the path length increased with the

total distance from the path. Maximum bank angle was varied

from 5 to 89° to investigate the effect of curvature limits have on

the optimization process and ensure that it admits a flyable

return path. Clothoid return paths with varied maximum bank

angle are shown in Figure 6E where the clothoid recovery routes

target closer positions at higher bank angles, as shown in

Figure 6F, and again form an S configuration where the UAV

is able to fly towards the target route instead of transitioning

alongside it. Optimized clothoid return paths were found to meet

curvature and sharpness paths throughout the tested

configurations, verifying that the method works under the

evaluated conditions. The set of evaluations present all

expected configurations and demonstrate that the

optimization method will work as designed to provide a

method of smooth path interception after collision avoidance

enabling fast and accurate path recovery required to continue a

mission and complete objectives without significant delay.

The clothoid interception path was optimized utilizing a

Matlab implementation of SQP to find a minimal length return

route meeting fixed wing turn rate limits. Computational time of

the optimization function fmincon within Matlab averaged

0.054 s for the previously shown cases when utilizing a PC

FIGURE 9
Simulated clothoid and direct return path interception to circular target trajectory (A) and cross track error vs. travel time (B).
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with a 6 core AMD Ryzen 5 3600 processor. Reduction of total

execution time could be accomplished by approximating the

clothoid computation with methods such as look up tables

(Brezak and Petrovic, 2014). Online use of the optimization

process would require the process to meet specific timing

requirements on embedded machinery and has not yet been

exhaustively tested.

4.2 Simulated clothoid path interception

Simulation of UAV path following was carried out to

compare and verify that optimized clothoid paths were flyable

and capable of smooth and accurate path interception. UAV

flight was modeled as described in Eqs 12–14 with bounded bank

angle and bank angle rate constraints. Measurement of total

deviation from the clothoid path through cross track error (XTE)

was utilized to verify that the clothoid paths were flyable by

showing small XTE and smooth convergence to the target

trajectory. The UAV was tested in a common scenario

pointing away from a straight line mission path at an angle of

30° with zero bank angle, then a clothoid path was computed

accounting for the UAVs turning constraints to return it to the

target trajectory. Path following results are presented in

Figure 7A showing the UAVs path as it tracked the return

path utilizing pure pursuit guidance then transitioned to the

target path. Cross track error representing the total deviation

from the clothoid recovery route is presented in Figure 7B,

showing the total cross track error to be 35.4 m over the total

length of the path and no deviation larger than 2.5 m at any given

point. Low XTE from the clothoid recovery route and fast

convergence to zero deviation once the straight line target was

intercepted verifies that the return routes can be accurately flown

by a fixed wing UAV enabling smooth and accurate path

interception after collision avoidance.

Investigation of commonly used path interception methods

was carried out to evaluate the effectiveness of clothoid recovery

routes compared to direct return methods. Pure pursuit (Coulter,

1992) and nonlinear guidance (Park et al., 2004) were utilized for

direct return to a target trajectory by providing guidance

commands given vehicle position, heading, and the target path

to intercept and then track themission path. Pure pursuit targeted a

moving point at a look ahead distance along the target trajectory to

provide guidance (Coulter, 1992). The look ahead distance for pure

pursuit was tuned to follow the clothoid recovery route to ensure

the guidance would provide accurate path following on both curved

and straight trajectories and was used for both direct return and

following the clothoid recovery route. Nonlinear guidance projected

a fixed length L1 distance that intersected the target trajectory and

the difference in angle between the L1 distance and the current

heading was used to provide a guidance command (Park et al.,

2004). The L1 distance for nonlinear guidance was tuned so that it

would intersect the trajectory throughout the simulation to provide

guidance for path interception and subsequent path following. Path

interception was simulated where the UAV started at 750 m away

and a 30° difference in heading pointing away from the target,

Figure 8A presents the starting position, target path, and simulated

path interception. Deviation from the target trajectory is presented

in Figure 8B where pure pursuit crossed the target path first

however then oscillated before settling along the path. Nonlinear

guidance overshot the path but then smoothly recovered without

excess oscillation however path interception following the clothoid

return route showed no visible overshoot as the UAV approaches

the target trajectory following the clothoid due to being capable of

accurately tracking the clothoid recovery route. Bank angle

throughout the simulated path interceptions is shown in

Figure 8C, where the vehicles bank angle controls the change in

heading angle required to follow a trajectory. Nonlinear guidance

and pure pursuit both reached the maximum bank angle and

remained banking for multiple seconds but pure pursuit then

proceeded to oscillate between max positive and negative bank

angle while it converged to the trajectory. Clothoid return bank

angle was nearly identical to the curvature profile of a clothoid,

reaching maximum bank angle, linearly approaching the negative

max bank angle, and then returning to zero as it met the target,

allowing smooth and accurate path interception after collision

avoidance.

Target routes consisting of circular arcs were explored for

evaluation of path interception of a trajectory with a curvature to

investigate a more difficult scenario then straight line targets. Path

interception and following is presented in Figure 9A where visible

overshoot can be seen for both the pure pursuit and nonlinear

guidance methods, however all methods did converge to the path.

XTE from the target trajectory is presented in Figure 9B where the

oscillation of the pure pursuit method can be contrasted to the

smooth convergence resulting from the clothoid return routes,

nonlinear guidance converged slowly but avoided oscillation about

the path. Clothoid intercept paths are capable of smooth and

accurate convergence to their target trajectory because they meet a

final position, heading and curvature along their target and are

optimized to ensure that the route is flyable by meeting fixed wing

dynamic limits. Flyable recovery routes enable smooth and

accurate path interception for fixed wing aircraft after collision

avoidance limiting time spent off mission.

5 Conclusion

Minimal time path interception was explored with optimization

of a three segment clothoid targeting a path function representing a

mission’s planned route to minimize the total spline length while

satisfying fixed wing turn rate restrictions. The presented work

proposed a method of optimizing three segment clothoid curves

targeting a path function to be of minimal length while meeting the

curvature and sharpness constraints of a vehicle. Optimization of a

clothoid spline for minimal length and satisfaction of curvature/
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sharpness limits was accomplished by changing the rejoin position

on a target path. Further reduction of overall path length was

accomplished by optimizing the initial/final arc lengths in the

three segment spline to meet fixed wing turning constraints and

enable smooth path interception. Minimal length clothoid paths

through optimization of the target rejoin position and initial/final

arc lengths enable smooth and accurate path interception to a

planned route.

The optimizationmethod for balancingminimal length clothoid

paths with satisfaction of fixed wing turn rate constraints was tested

at varied initial headings, positions and maximum bank angles to

verify that the method would admit minimal length solution

meeting turning rate limits throughout the range of tested

conditions representing typical scenarios for a fixed wing UAV.

Simulated path following of the clothoid recovery route was carried

out, verifying that fixed wing aircraft can accurately track the

optimized paths and smoothly transition to a target trajectory.

However both the dynamics model and clothoid return route

only considered two dimensions, if desired for the interception

route to include altitude changes another path primitive added to the

three segment clothoid would be required to account for the third

dimension. Clothoid path interception was compared to direct

return to the target trajectory utilizing pure pursuit and

nonlinear guidance techniques where simulated fixed wing

aircraft showed the vehicle accurately tracking clothoid return

routes and smoothly intercepting the target path while both pure

pursuit and nonlinear guidance overshot the path before converging.

Minimal length paths reduce the time it takes to intercept a path

after collision avoidance allowing for more time to meet mission

objectives. Flyable paths that can be accurately followed by

considering fixed wing turning rate limits were desired as

inaccurate path following could lead to unpredictable behavior

off course, potentially preventing a UAV from accomplishing

mission tasks. The impact of this work is a method of generating

continuous curvature clothoid paths that balance curvature and

sharpness constraints with minimizing overall path length to enable

timely and accurate path interception.
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